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ABSTRACT
While methods for stitching panoramas have been success-
ful given proper source images, providing these source im-
ages still remains a burden. In this paper, we present a
method to discover panoramic source images within widely
available web videos. The challenge comes from the fact
that many of these videos are not recorded intentionally for
stitching panoramas. Our method aims to find segments
within a video that work as panorama sources. Specifically,
we determine a video segment to be a valid panorama source
according to the following three criteria. First, its camera
motion should cover a wide field-of-view of the scene. Sec-
ond, its frames should be “mosaicable”, which states that
the inter-frame motion should observe the underlying con-
ditions for stitching a panorama. Third, its frames should
have good image quality. Based on these criteria, we for-
mulate discovering panoramas in a video as an optimization
problem that aims to find an optimal set of video segments
as panorama sources. After discovering these panorama
sources, we synthesize regular scene panoramas using them.
When significant dynamics is detected in the sources, we
fuse the dynamics into the scene panoramas to make activ-
ity synopses to convey the dynamics. Our experiment of
querying panoramas from YouTube confirms the feasibility
of using web videos as panorama sources and demonstrates
the effectiveness of our method.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.9 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Appli-
cations

General Terms
Algorithms
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1. INTRODUCTION
A panoramic image presents a wide field-of-view of a scene.

Many kinds of artworks, such as painting, drawing, photog-
raphy and film, use panoramic imagery to reveal a wide,
all-encompassing view of a scene [12]. Panoramic imagery
has also been used in many applications in multimedia, com-
puter vision and graphics, such as video summarization and
abstraction [5, 29, 13], video browsing [28], video stabi-
lization [37, 20],environment visualization [25], virtual re-
ality [15], background modeling [6], compression [13], etc.

Creating panoramic imagery is a well studied topic. It
usually involves two steps: image alignment and stitching.
The first step builds the correspondence between each image
pair by estimating a homography. The second step uses the
alignment result to blend the images in a seamless manner,
taking care to deal with potential problems such as blur-
ring, ghosting, etc. Szeliski [26] provides a good survey on
panorama creation.

While existing algorithms provide successful solutions to
stitching panoramas, they require carefully selected and prop-
erly ordered source images. The projective model used in
panorama stitching requires the source images to be taken
from the same viewpoint. A common goal of panoramas
is that they cover a wide field-of-view, which requires the
source images to provide such coverage. Although the pop-
ularity of image capturing devices makes obtaining images
easy, creating a good panorama still requires careful plan-
ning to get useful source images. Moreover, due to tempo-
ral and geographical constraints, obtaining specific images
might be difficult and expensive. For example, if we want
to have a panorama of Lake Louise, Canada, we may have
to fly there to take photos.

Emerging applications also cast difficulty for users to pro-
vide/find panorama sources. For example, panorama im-
ageries can be effective representations of an image set or
even a video set. Under such an application scenario, relying
on manual selection of panorama sources will be infeasible.

Nowadays, a huge amount of imageries are available, such
as images on Flickr [10] and videos on YouTube [38]. Often
these imagery collections contain a lot of images describing
the same scene, thus possibly providing image sources for
stitching a panorama. However, not all these images de-
scribing the scene can be used as panorama sources. For
example, using keywords to search images from Flickr can
return many images irrelevant to the scene because possibly
they are not properly tagged. Also many of these images
were taken at extremely different lighting situations. For
videos from YouTube, many of them are of low quality. Also
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Figure 1: Working example. A user makes a query of ”West Lake, Hangzhou” to YouTube, and feeds retrieved
video clips into our system. Our system selects useful frames from the given videos and synthesizes panoramas
using the selected source frames.

many videos do not contain a wide field-of-view of the scene.
Methods that can automatically identify valid sources from
imagery collections for stitching panoramas are desired.

Recently, Brown and Lowe [2, 3] presented an approach
for recognizing panorama sources from photo collections.
Their methods formulate panorama stitching as a multi-
image matching problem, and use invariant local features
to find matches between all the images. Based on image
matching, multiple panoramas can be created from an un-
ordered image set. Compared to still images, videos provide
a dense set of ordered images, and the temporally adjacent
frames most likely describe the same scene, which relieves
the difficult image matching problem. Moreover, videos con-
tain more information than still images. For example, videos
provide dynamic information in the scene. Using the dy-
namic information can create a more informative panoramic
image, such as activity synopsis(c.f. [13, 5, 29]), than the
standard scene panorama.

In this paper, we explore existing web videos for panorama
sources. As illustrated in Figure 1, our method takes a
video as input, identifies segments of the video as panorama
sources, determines proper stitching parameters for each seg-
ment, and synthesizes panoramas from these segments.

The challenge of discovering panorama sources in a video
is that many of these videos are recorded casually, not in-
tended for stitching panoramas. They may not cover a wide
field-of-view of a scene. Their camera motion may be ran-
dom and not follow the common motion models used for
stitching panoramas. The image quality may be bad due to
amateur videography skills and improperly set-up devices
and environments. Moreover, many videos are compressed
several times for the sake of web-sharing.

Considering these facts, we regard a video segment to be
a valid panorama source if it meets the following three cri-
teria. First, its camera motion should cover a wide field-
of-view of a scene. Second, its frames should be “mosaica-
ble”, which states that the inter-frame motion should observe
the underlying conditions for stitching a panorama. Third,
its frames should have high image quality to create a high-
quality panorama. Based on these criteria, we formulate dis-
covering panorama sources from a video as an optimization
problem that aims to find an optimal set of video segments
as panorama sources. After solving this optimization prob-

lem for the panorama sources, we build scene panoramas
or activity synopses according to the video dynamics. Dur-
ing stitching a panorama, pixel sampling is biased according
to the image quality of each frame to create high-quality
panoramas.

Our current system consists of three parts: video analy-
sis, panorama source selection, and panorama synthesis. As
described in Section 2, through video analysis, our system
estimates image alignment models between frames, detects
moving objects, and measures visual image quality for each
frame. Based on the video analysis information, our system
discovers proper video segments which can be used to gener-
ate high quality panoramas as detailed in Section 3. Finally,
the panorama synthesis engine takes the sources together
with the video analysis result, and synthesizes panoramic
images as described in Section 4. We evaluate our algorithm
in the scenario of querying panoramas from YouTube. The
experiments confirm the feasibility of using casually recorded
videos as panorama sources and demonstrate the effective-
ness of our method as detailed in Section 5.

2. VIDEO ANALYSIS
A video clip can usually be divided into a sequence of

shots. Each shot is defined as a continuous frame sequence
recorded by a camera setting. Different shots most likely
contain different scenes. So we break a video into a shot
sequence and discover panoramas from each shot indepen-
dently. Shot boundary detection is a well studied topic [7].
We apply a histogram based method for shot boundary de-
tection [22]. This algorithm is efficient and robust against
object and camera motions. First, a color histogram is com-
puted for each frame. Color is quantized to improve per-
formance. A shot boundary is detected whenever the his-
togram intersection between two neighboring frames is be-
low a threshold.

In the following subsections, we describe video analysis
components necessary for discovering and stitching panora-
mas, namely estimating inter-frame motions, detecting mov-
ing objects and measuring visual quality.

2.1 Camera motion estimation
The temporal frame order in a video gives an implicit

constraint on image matching. The temporal neighbors in a
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(a) original images

(b) moving objects

Figure 2: Moving object detection. Moving objects
are identified by red rectangles.

shot are most likely spatial neighbors, describing the same
scene. Based on this implicit order, we first estimate mo-
tion between consecutive frames, and then calculate motion
between every two frames by simple matrix composition.

We use a homography [11] to describe the geometric rela-
tionship between every 2 consecutive frames. A homography
is a 2D perspective matrix described by 8 parameters. The
relationship between corresponding points in 2 images I and
I’ can be described as
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wheres is a scalar, (x, y) is the position of a pixel in im-
age I, (x′, y′) is its counterpart in image I’, and h? is a
homography matrix element. Many methods have been pre-
sented to estimate the homography. A good survey can be
found in [26]. Since many web videos have poor quality due
to compression, noise and distortion from sensors, blurring
from motion, and jittering camera motion, we use a feature-
based method. SIFT features [17] are used due to their
robustness. We extract SIFT features from each frame and
use a RANSAC [9] algorithm to obtain a robust estimation
of the homography between consecutive frames. Typically,
we extract from each video frame of size 320×240 about 500
SIFT features, about half of which can be well matched to
those from its neighboring frame. The homography between
any two non-adjacent frames can be calculated by matrix
composition. Bundle adjustment is applied to improve the
accuracy and consistency of motion estimation between any
two frames(c.f. [26, 19, 23]).

2.2 Moving object detection
One of the important aspects in which a video differs from

a still image is that it contains more than visual informa-
tion. Dynamics is one of the major characteristics of a video.
As far as panoramas are concerned, understanding the dy-
namics can help convey more information about the video
using panoramic images. Particularly, knowing moving fore-
ground objects enables creating a special kind of panorama,
activity synopsis.

We assume that the background is dominant in a video.
Based on this assumption, the background motion can be
characterized by the homography, and each pixel in a video
frame can be classified into the moving foreground or back-
ground by examining the discrepancy between its local mo-
tion vector and the global motion. If the discrepancy is
bigger than a threshold, the pixel is determined belonging
to the moving foreground object. The local motion vector

(a) blurriness=0.049 (b) blurriness=0.299

(c) blockness=0.204 (d) blockness=0.497

Figure 3: Image quality assessment.

can be estimated as optical flow [18], and the global mo-
tion is characterized by the homography. Directly estimat-
ing the optical flow suffers from noise, aperture problem,
etc. Since we get a robust estimation of the homography,
we use the homography as an initial guess to guide a block
matching search for the optical flow. The moving object
region is determined as the smallest rectangle containing a
certain amount of moving pixels. An example of the moving
foreground object is illustrated in Figure 2. More advanced
methods can be used to estimate moving object with ac-
curate shapes at the expense of more computational cost.
For this application, a rough estimation from the current
method is good enough.

2.3 Visual quality measures
Many web videos are of low quality for a variety of rea-

sons. For example, videos are often highly compressed for
web-sharing, causing blurring and blocking artifacts. The
original videos could also be of low quality due to bad cap-
ture settings or environments. Low quality image sources
usually lead to low-quality panoramas. So measuring visual
quality of video frames is important. Instead of measuring
high-level semantic qualities [14] that are most likely sub-
jective, we measure visual quality by estimating low-level
distortions that degrade the images, because these low-level
distortions can directly affect the image quality of the re-
sulting panoramas.

Existing approaches to measuring low-level image distor-
tions can be divided into two categories, reference-based
and non-reference based methods. Reference-based distor-
tion measures require the original non-distorted image to as-
sess the quality of the distorted one [8, 36]. Although these
methods can provide reasonable assessments, they are not
suitable for our purpose. While blind image quality assess-
ment is difficult, there have been several useful methods that
measure image quality without reference images(c.f. [34, 35,
16, 31, 32]).
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In this paper, we measure the image quality in terms
of blurring and blocking artifacts. We adopt Tong et al.’s
method to detect blurring artifacts based on wavelet trans-
form [31]. This method measures the blurriness based on
the image edge type and sharpness analysis using the Haar
Wavelet Transform [24]. An example of blur detection is
illustrated in Figure 3(a) and (b). We use Wang et al.’s
method to measure blocking artifacts [35]. This method es-
timates the blockiness as the average difference across block
boundaries modulated by image activities. An example of
blocking measurement is illustrated in Figure 3(c) and (d).

3. DISCOVERING PANORAMAS
Not all videos can be used as panorama sources. For ex-

ample, a video recorded by a static camera does not cover a
wide field-of-view of a scene, so it cannot provide panoramic
source images. Moreover, even if a video contains panoramic
source images, not all its frames are useful. We consider a
video or its segment with the following properties to be a
valid panorama source.

• C1: A video (segment) should cover a wide field-of-
view based on the definition of panorama imagery.
Since field-of-view is hard to measure without knowing
accurate camera settings, we approximate it with the
extent of the scene covered the video segment as will
be described in Section 3.2.

• C2: A video should be “mosaicable” using the state-
of-the-art technologies. Specifically, the underlying
camera motion between frames shall observe a cer-
tain camera motion model. We use a homography to
model the motion between frames. A homography re-
quires either a planar scene or that the camera only
rotates around its optical center. Few casual videos
meet these requirements. In practice, if the inter-frame
motion is close to the homography, the quality of the
panorama is high, and vice versa. The “mosaicability”
of a video directly related to the quality of the resulting
panoramic imagery. We measure the “mosaicability”
by the image distortion caused by panorama stitching
as detailed later in this section.

• C3: Video frames should have high image quality. Al-
though there exist methods to improve the image vi-
sual quality, such as de-blurring and de-blocking, we
require high visual quality sources to create high qual-
ity panoramas. We adopt this conservative strategy
not only because automatic methods could fail but also
a video is such a dense sampling of a scene that missing
some frames will hurt the final result little.

Ideally, we want to discover from a video panoramas that
have a very wide field-of-view of a scene and are of very high
visual quality. However, in practice, the goals of having a
wide field-of-view of the scene and having high visual qual-
ity often collide with each other. For example, to create a
panorama with a wider field-of-view requires including more
source frames. However, including more source frames can
often degrade the visual quality. For example, the accumu-
lated motion estimation error can be bigger when includ-
ing more frames, leading to misalignment during stitching.
Also including more frames likely includes more bad-quality
source frames. We formulate discovering panoramas from a

video as an optimization problem that aims to find a series
of video segments that achieve an optimal balance between
maximizing the visual quality of the resulting panoramas
and maximizing the scenes they cover.

Ŝ = arg minS{
∑

Si∈S Ev(Si) +
∑

Si,Sj∈S Ea(Si, Sj)}
where S = {Si|Si ⊆ V },∀Si, Sj ∈ S, Si

⋂
Sj = ∅

s.t.

{
Ev(Si) < δ,∀Si ∈ V
E(Si) > βA, ∀Si ∈ V

(1)

where S denotes a set that contains non-overlapping seg-
ments Si of the video clip V . Ev(Si) is the visual quality
cost of stitching a panorama from Si based on criterion C2
and C3, and Ea(Si, Sj) is the cost of splitting a panorama
from Si

⋃
Sj into two smaller ones from Si and Sj respec-

tively according to criterion C1. E(Si) denotes the extent
of the scene in Si, which is required to be bigger than β
times the original video frame size A. To guarantee the vi-
sual quality of the panorama, the visual quality distortion
Ev(Si) is required to be less than a threshold δ. We explain
the above terms in detail in the following subsections.

3.1 Visual quality measure
We measure the visual quality distortion Ev(Si) of stitch-

ing a panorama from the video segment Si from two aspects:
the incorrectness of the motion model denoted as Evm(Si),
and the source image visual quality distortion denoted as
Evv(Si).

Ev(Si) = αmEvm(Si) + αvEvv(Si) (2)

where αm and αv are weights, with default values 1.0 and
1.0.

The 2D geometrical motion model usually cannot be per-
fectly accurate when describing the correspondence between
two frames although it is often a close approximation. A
homography can be perfectly accurate only in the case of
a planar scene or a camera only rotating around its opti-
cal center. Moreover, the error can accumulate when the
frame span becomes big. So using the homography to stitch
frames can lead to misalignment. We measure the error us-
ing the homography to stitch the frames as the discrepancy
between the real motion vector of the SIFT feature points
and its counterpart predicted using the homography.

Evm(Si) =
∑

Ik∈Si

1

nk

∑
pj,k∈Ik

‖mv(pj,k),mvh(pj,k)‖ (3)

where pj,k is the jth SIFT feature in frame Ik, mv(pj,k) and
mvh(pj,k) are the motion vectors of pj,k calculated by match-
ing SIFT feature points and predicted by the homography
respectively. nk is the number of matching SIFT feature
points between frame Ik and Ik+1.

Using low-quality video frames to stitch a panorama will
most likely create a low-quality panorama. Since source
frames often suffer from compression distortion, we measure
the input visual quality distortion using the blockiness and
blurriness discussed in Section 2.3.

Evv(Si) =
∑

Ik∈Si

γqbk(Ik) + (1− γ)qbr(Ik) (4)

where qbk(Ik) and qbr(Ik) measure the blockiness and blur-
riness of frame Ik, and γ is a parameter with the default
value 0.45.
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Reference

Figure 4: All the frames in the video segment are
aligned to the reference frame (in red). The union
of all these aligned quadrilaterals is the area covered
by the video segment. The extent of the scene in the
segment is defined as the minimum of the area with
a certain reference.

3.2 Scene extent measure
We measure the extent of the scene covered by a video seg-

ment using the area covered by the segment when aligning
all its frames onto a reference frame. While choosing a cer-
tain reference frame can maximize the area, it will introduce
serious distortion. To minimize the distortion, we define the
extent of the scene, E(Si), as the minimal area covered by Si

when choosing one of its frames as the reference as follows:

r = arg min
fr∈Si

⋃

f∈Si

I(f, fr) (5)

E(Si) =
⋃

f∈Si

I(f, r) (6)

where r is the final reference frame, fr is a frame in Si,
I(f, r) is frame f aligned to frame r, and the

⋃
operator

is the union of the quadrilaterals of I(f, r) as illustrated in
Figure 4, which can be efficiently calculated using a generic
polygon clipping method [33].

A panorama with a large field-of-view is preferred over
dividing it into two panoramas with a small field-of-view.
So we penalize splitting a long video segment into two short
ones with the cost Ea(Si, Sj).

Ea(Si, Sj) =
E(Si

⋃
Sj)− κ(E(Si) + E(Sj))

E(Si

⋃
Sj)

(7)

where E is the scene extent defined in Equation 6 and κ is
a parameter with the default value 0.7. The idea behind
the above energy function is to penalize creating small size
panoramas.

Directly solving the constrained nonlinear integer pro-
gramming problem of Equation 1 is difficult. We approx-
imate the optimal solution Ŝ with the following steps.

1. Initialize the video segment pool with the whole video,
Sp = {V }, and the panorama segment set as Ŝ = ∅.

2. Fetch a segment Sk from Sp.

3. Find the scene extent of Sk and the corresponding ref-
erence frame rk according to Equation 6.

4. Starting from the reference frame rk as the initial video
segment Ŝi, append it with one of its immediately ad-
jacent neighboring frames which adds the smaller dis-
tortion calculated according to Equation 2. Continue
appending Ŝi until Ev(Ŝi) > δ.

5. If the scene extent of Ŝi meets E(Ŝi) > βA, append Ŝ:

Ŝ = Ŝ
⋃{Ŝi}. Add the remainder left part and right

part of Sk into the pool Sp.

6. If the pool Sp 6= ∅, go to step 2; Otherwise stop.

4. PANORAMA SYNTHESIS
For each source video segment found in the previous sec-

tion, we examine its dynamics: If one significantly moving
object is detected in the video segment as described in Sec-
tion 2.2, we create an activity synopsis, which conveys the
dynamics of the segment as well as the wide field-of-view
scene; otherwise we create a scene panorama using the com-
position methods described in the following.

4.1 Scene panorama synthesis
Panorama synthesis can be achieved by aligning all the

images to a common surface, here the reference frame de-
fined in Equation 5, and blending them in a seamless man-
ner. The feathering algorithm is a commonly used blending
method to synthesize a scene panorama [27]. The idea is
to take a distance-weighted average value for each pixel as
follows:

Ip(x) =
∑

k

wk(x)Ĩk(x)/
∑

k

wk(x) (8)

wk(x) = ‖ arg min
y
{‖y‖ | Ĩk(x + y)is invalid}‖ (9)

where Ip(x) is the pixel value at x in the panorama Ip, and

Ĩk(x) is the pixel value at x in the source frame k aligned
to the reference frame. wk is the distance weighting map,
and its value at position x is proportional to its Euclidean
distance to the nearest invalid pixel.

The feathering algorithm does a reasonably good job, how-
ever, when there is a moving object in the scene, ghost-
ing artifacts occur as illustrated in Figure 5(b). To solve
this problem, we improve the feathering algorithm with a
median-bilateral filtering [30] as follows:

w′k(x) = wk(x) exp(−(Ĩk(x)−med(x))2/σ2) (10)

where med(x) is the median value of pixel x in all the aligned
frames. Since a moving object only occurs at a certain po-
sition for a short period, the median value shall be a close
estimation of the background color. Furthermore, to im-
prove the panorama’s visual quality, the weight is modulated
according to the visual quality measurement of the source
frame as follows

w′′k (x) = w′k(x) exp(−(γqbk(k) + (1− γ)qbr(k))) (11)

where qbk(k) is the blockiness of frame k, qbr(k) is the blur-
riness and γ is the same constant as in Equation 4. The
de-ghosting result is illustrated in Figure 5(c).

4.2 Activity synopsis synthesis
For a video with significantly moving objects, an activ-

ity synopsis that conveys the dynamics of the video will be
a more informative representation of the video. We first
create a scene panorama using the method described in the
above subsection. Then we select and composite the moving
objects into the scene panorama to convey the dynamics.

To convey the dynamics and avoid occlusion among ob-
jects, we roughly evenly distribute the objects along the tra-
jectory of the scene. The object appearing first in the video
segment is selected at first. Then we iterate through all the
frames and select the next showing object which is a certain
distance apart from the previously selected one to avoid oc-
clusion. This procedure is repeated until no more objects
can be shown.
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(a) original images

(b) Scene panorama: feathering

(c) Scene panorama: feathering + bilateral filtering

(d) Activity synopsis: “over” composition

(e) Activity synopsis: multi-resolution blending

Figure 5: Panorama synthesis.

Inserting the moving objects into the scene panorama us-
ing“over” composition will result in a non-smooth transition
between the background and the object regions as shown in
Figure 5(d). We use a multi-band blending algorithm [4] to
address this issue while avoiding blurring. The idea is to
blend the low frequency over a larger spatial range and the
high frequency over a small spatial range. An example of
activity synopsis is illustrated in Figure 5(e).

5. EXPERIMENTS
We experimented with our algorithm on video clips down-

loaded from YouTube [38]. Some of them are highly com-
pressed and do not have good image quality. The frame size
of all the videos is 320×240. We report some representative
results here.

The two panoramas of the West Lake shown in Figure 6(a)
and (b) are created from a 26-second video clip. Its frame
rate is 10 fps. This video was taken with a handheld camera
on a fast moving boat. The presented method automatically
extracts two segments, from frame 0 to frame 86 and from
frame 89 to 251 respectively, and creates the two panoramas.
Because camera motions between frames from 86 to 89 jump
quickly and the overlap between the first and the second seg-
ment is very small, our algorithm breaks the original video

into two. The panorama of the Lake Louise shown in Fig-
ure 6(c) is created from a 21-second video clip. Its frame
rate is 10fps. This video was taken with a handheld camera.
The camera was “panned” casually to scan the scene and
then it underwent quick random movements. The presented
method extracts the first 98 frames where the camera was
“panned” to create the panorama and discarded the other
110 frames that are not useful to stich a panorama.

Figure 7(a) shows an activity synopses that shows horse-
back riding in a farmland. Its source images are frame 297
to 495 from a 58-second, 15fps video. Figure 7 (b) shows two
activity synopses that convey highlights of mountain biking
from a 194-second 30fps video.

5.1 Query panorama from YouTube

We further evaluate our algorithm in a promising appli-
cation scenario1: query panorama from YouTube. For ex-
ample, if a user wants to get a panorama of Notre Dame,
Paris, he makes a query into YouTube with corresponding
key words. Hypothetically, if YouTube had the functional-
ity of our algorithm, it could discover panoramas from the
retrieved videos. We simulated this application by down-
loading and running our algorithm on the top 10 retrieved
videos from YouTube.

In this experiment, we made 6 queries as listed in Table 1,
and ran our algorithm on the top 10 retrieved videos from
YouTube Travel and Events category. These queries were
randomly selected from a pool. The pool is formed by col-
lecting responses to the question “what scene you want to
make a panorama of” from our colleagues and friends. Our
algorithm determines that a video contains no panorama if
no panorama with the size double of the original video frame
size can be discovered. Otherwise our algorithm generates
panoramas from the video.

Figure 8 shows several representative panoramas of Notre
Dame, Paris discovered by our algorithm. Interestingly, our
algorithm provides a comprehensive pictorial description of
Notre Dame, Paris, such as a frontal view of the building
(a), an inside view (b), a close-up of the decoration (c), its
environment (d), etc. Figure 9 shows two representative
panoramas on query Hong Kong Skyline. These panoramas
provide different views of the Hong Kong Skyline at different
time in a day. Figure 10 shows some representative panora-
mas on query Vancouver Beach. These panoramas again
give a variety of views of Vancouver Beach. Representative
panoramas for the other queries are shown in Figure 6.

To quantitatively examine our algorithm, we looked into
each retrieved video and manually checked to see if it ap-
peared to contain panoramas or not. If it contained some
panoramas, we recorded the frames that can be used to syn-
thesize each panorama. We evaluate the performance of our
algorithm as follows:

• For a video containing no panorama, we consider our
algorithm succeed if it reports that the video contains
no panorama. If our algorithm succeeds, we give it
score 1; otherwise 0.

• For a video containing n panoramas, we examine each
panorama independently. For each panorama, we con-
sider our algorithm succeed if it outputs a panorama

1Please visit the project web site: http://www.cs.wisc.
edu/~fliu/project/discover-pano.htm for detailed re-
sults, including videos and panoramas.
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(a) West lake 1. Its source images are frame 0 to 86 from a 26-second, 10fps web video.

(b) West lake 2. Its source images are frame 89 to 251 from the same video as (a).

(c) Lake Louise. Its source images are frame 0 to 98 from a 21-second, 10fps web video.

(d) Arches National Park. Its source images are frame 55 to 173 from a 15-second, 15fps web video.

(e) Arches National Park. Its source images are frame 142 to 265 from a 31-second, 15fps web video.

(f) Arches National Park. Its source images are frame 1168 to 1296 from a 83-second, 15fps web video.

Figure 6: Examples. Note, the boundaries of panoramas in this and the following figures are cropped. Please
visit our project web site for details.
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(a) Horse riding. Its source images are frame 297 to 495 from a 58-second, 15fps web video

(b) Biking. The source images of the two panoramas are frame 2729 to 2856, and frame 4298 to 4625 from a 194-second 30fps
web video.

Figure 7: Activity synopsis.

that contains the majority of the panorama in the
video. If our algorithm succeeds, we give it score 1/n;
otherwise 0. We sum up the score for each panorama
as the score for the video.

The results are reported in Table 1. The average score
on these queries is 8.68/10. This result shows that our al-
gorithm works robustly. The majority of failure cases are
those that our algorithm did not discover panoramas that
exist in videos. Those cases are caused by the inaccurate
motion estimation. For example, in some videos, the major-
ity of the content is water surface or clear sky. These kinds of
videos are difficult for motion estimation algorithms, includ-
ing ours, to work correctly. These bad motion estimation can
cause high homography errors defined in Equation 3 and
mislead our algorithm to discard those video frames. An-
other type of failure case is that the videos are of very bad
image quality. These videos have high image visual quality
errors defined in Equation 4. This causes our algorithm to
use only a small number of frames to stitch a panorama,
leading to small field-of-view panoramas. Since our algo-
rithm only outputs panoramas with area at least double of
the original frame size, these panoramas are discarded.

Table 1 and Figure 6, 8, 9 and 10 show that our algorithm
discovered proper panoramas for all the queries. Particu-
larly, 86.7% of the top 10 retrieved videos on these queries
contain panoramas. This discovery is encouraging, demon-
strating the feasibility of obtaining panoramas from the large
amount of existing web videos although we admit that these
queries are far from a comprehensive sampling of queries for
panoramas. Actually, the behavior of people taking a video
of a scene can at least partially support this discovery. That
is, people often use their camera/video recorder to scan a
scene even if creating a panorama was not their intent.

6. CONCLUSION
While stitching panoramas has become an easy task for

users thanks to available tools, obtaining panorama sources
remains a burden. Also while panoramic imagery can be an
effective representation for image database or videos, find-
ing the valid sources from those imageries to create effective
panoramas still remains a challenge. In this paper, we pre-

Query No Pano. Pano. Score
West Lake, Hangzhou 0/0 7.08/10 7.08
Lake Louise, Canada 1/1 8.5/9 9.5

Vancouver Beach 4/4 5.67/6 9.67
Delicate Arches National Park 1/1 7.75/9 8.75

Hongkong Skyline 1/1 7/9 8
Notre Dame, Paris 1/1 8.1/9 9.1

Table 1: Query panorama from YouTube. In column
No Pano., the denominator is the number of videos
that contain no panorama and the nominator is the
score of our algorithm on these videos. Similarly,
in column Pano., the denominator is the number of
videos that contain panoramas, and the nominator
is the score of algorithm.

sented an automatic method to discover panorama sources
from casual videos. We presented three criteria for valid
panorama sources, namely the field-of-view covered by the
sources, the mosaicability of the sources and the visual qual-
ity of the sources. Based on these criteria, we formulate dis-
covering panoramas from a video as an optimization problem
that aims to find a series of video segments that achieve op-
timal balances between maximizing the visual quality of the
resulting panoramas and maximizing the scenes the panora-
mas cover. After determining these sources, we stitch scene
panorama or activity synopsis according to the video dy-
namics analysis. We also explore the source image quality
measures to guide panorama synthesis to obtain high qual-
ity panoramic images. Our experiment of“Query panoramas
from YouTube” supports our proposal of using web videos as
panorama sources and demonstrates the initial success of the
presented method.

The presented method enables users to explore massive
amounts of existing imageries to find useful sources for stitch-
ing panoramic imageries. More importantly, this method
can significantly contribute to presenting or summarizing
imagery databases using panoramic imageries by mining the
possible sources to synthesize the representations.

The presented method discovers panoramas from videos
and the method by Brown and Lowe [2, 3] recognizes panora-
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8: Panoramas on Notre Dame, Paris

mas from photo collections. Although these methods work
well, combining different imagery sources, including still im-
ages and videos, can lead to better panoramas. Usually
still images have a better image quality than videos, while
videos are more likely for the vision algorithms to provide
accurate image alignment. Most recently, Bhat et al. [1] en-
hance videos of a static scene using photographs. Similarly,
in future extending current methods to explore the respec-
tively advantages of different imageries can lead to obtaining
better panoramic images.

Our current method projects all the frames into a plane,
which is reasonable since a panorama image is a 2D static
image. However, when there exist large camera rotations,
such as large panning, the planar projection surface will in-
troduce serious distortion for frames far away from the ref-
erence surface. Adaptive manifold based on methods can
relieve this problem [21].

The low quality of web videos currently is a problem to
make a high-quality panorama. It makes accurate motion
estimation difficult. Also, it limits the image quality of the
final panoramas. Our algorithm tries to relieve this prob-
lem by selectively using high-quality video frames to stitch
the final panoramas. But we have to admit that our scheme
cannot be a final cure. Fortunately, web video sharing ser-
vices, like YouTube, are beginning to improve the source
video quality2. We believe with the advance of hardware
facilities, such as network bandwidth, the web video quality

2http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/2008/03/youtube-
tests-higher-resolution-videos.html

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: Panoramas on Hong Kong Skyline

will be improved further more in the near future. Thus our
algorithm will be even more useful.

Nevertheless, as suggested by our experiments, the large
amount of web imagery sources provide a rich resources for
creating visual representations, such as panoramas. Our
method of discovering panoramas from these often casually
recorded videos provides a brave and initially successful ex-
ploration.
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